FORM 2
HOME SCHOOL EXERCISE
QUESTION 1
Write one paragraph about your dream holiday. Your paragraph needs to have around 100 words.
Include the following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where would you like to go?
Who do you want to go with?
What are the activities that you would like to do there?
Why did you choose that place as your dream holiday?
How will you go there?
How long will you stay there?

Up to students’ creativity. As long as you include all of the points above, your answer can be
accepted.
Example : My dream holiday would be a trip to Cameron Highlands with my family members or
best friends. A great holiday should always be with great people. In Cameron Highlands, I would
like to ride the cable car and go up high. Some places in Cameron Highlands also have
recommended restaurants, stalls or food. I choose Cameron Highlands as my dream holiday
destination because I’ve always enjoyed going to places where the temperature is cool. Besides,
they have lots of fresh strawberries. I can always buy some strawberries dipped in chocolate to
satisfy my cravings. I will go to Cameron Highlands by car and stay there for one whole week.
QUESTION 2
Read the text carefully and answer the questions. You may use a dictionary to help you.
Managing Money
Every teenager usually receives pocket money from their parents. In my family, our
parents would give us RM 3.00 everyday before we go to school. I like to save up as much as I
can, but my little brother loves to spend all of his money on extra food.
On a normal day, I would be able to save the whole amount of money and put it in my
piggy bank. This is possible because our mother packs us our lunch from home every day. So, I
did not need to buy any food at the canteen. However, on a warm day, I would spend RM 1.00
to buy a cold drink before cycling home. In one month, I would have around RM 60.00 in my
piggy bank, just from my school allowances!
At home, I also like to make money by reading books or doing chores. For example, if I
read a book and was able to fully understand it, my father would give me RM 5.00. I have loved
reading books ever since I was a small child, so I have a lot of money from reading books too.
When I wash my father’s car or clean the toilet without being told to, my father would give me
RM 3.00 if I did a great job.
I choose to save up my money because I have a dream. I want to buy a good house
when I grow up so that my parents would not have to worry about me. I would even let my little
brother to come live with me!

Answer these questions based on the text.
QUESTIONS

ANSWER

(1) The amount of money the writer
and his brother receive everyday

RM 3.00 / RM 3 / Three ringgit

(2) Who loves to use their money to
eat?

The writer’s little brother

(3) The two siblings are given packed lunch / lunch everyday by their mother.

(4) Why do you think the writer
needs to buy a cold drink when the
weather is warm?

Accept any logical answer.
Example : Because he needs to quench his thirst /
Because it is too hot to cycle when the weather is warm

(5) The writer earns money from
home by

Reading books / Doing chores / Clean the toilet / Wash
the car
(Choose two)

(6) The writer’s goal when he grows
up is to

Buy a good house

QUESTION 3
You are provided with one word in each question. Create a complete sentence based on the word
given.
Example : Goal
My goal in life is to make my parents’ life easy and to give them everything they need.___
Answers are up to students’ creativity. Below are some examples.
1. Work
His father had to work hard every day to provide healthy and delicious food for his family.
2. Chores
My brothers and I always divide our chores so that it will be easier for us to manage them.
3. Vacation
We had to cancel our vacation plans because of the COVID-19 outbreak. Everyone needs
to stay home to be safe.
4. Airplane
My little brother loves to sit outside of our house to watch the airplanes go up high in the
sky.

5. Money
They say that money is one of the most important things in the world. But I sometimes
wonder if that is really true.
6. Transport
My favourite transport when going on a vacation is the caravan because we get to travel in
comfort.
7. Old
The scary old house often makes strange sounds at night when everyone is asleep.
8. Family
My friend Aaron is excited to welcome his new family member after his mother gave birth.
9. Excited
I was excited to hear the sounds of the waves when we rolled down the window of the
car.
10. Endangered
There are a lot of endangered animals in the world. We need to do our best to make sure
they don’t go extinct.

